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Lovebirds, Cockatiels, Budgerigars: 
BEHAVIOR AND EVOLUTION 

by J. Lee Kavanau 
University of California at Los Angeles 

Guided by unique, exhaustive laboratory studies of psittacine behavior, 
the author has deduced an insightful and remarkably comprehensive 
scenario of many aspects of the origin and evolution of birds and 
the roots of their behaviors....must reading for all interested in arian 
behavior and reproduction ...... a wealth of information and concepts that 
will be of interest to all evolutionists. Professor E.C. Olson 

Feb., 1987 1,005 pp., 7 indices, 1,455 refs. $69 
ß A broad analysis and synthesis of avian evolution guided by new- 

ly discovered, relict reproductive behavior of small parrots that 
yields insights into ancestral habits of nesting and egg care. 

ß Courtship, pair bonding, coitus, nesting, egg recovery, incuba- 
tion, allofeeding and brooding of young, and familial interactions. 

ß Laboratory care, general biology, morphology, reproductive phys- 
iology, endocrinology, neurology, pathology, developmental biolo- 
gy, ecology, biogeography, paleological correlates, and compari- 
sons with reptiles and other vertebrates. 

Prepay only, check or money order. Add U.S. $4 for postage and, 
handling within, or $6 outside, continental U.S. In California add 
$4.50 for sales tax. Mail orders only. 
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Published for the Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour 
(UK) and the Animal Behaviour Society (USA), ANIMAL 
BEHAVIOUR is a leading international journal in its field, 
publishing both research and review articles on a wide variety of 
topics. 
Published bimonthly, ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR is able to provide a 
wide forum for discussion of a diverse range of papers. ANIMAL 
BEHAVIOUR has a wide readership among ethologists, 
psychologists, sociobiologists, ecologists, agriculturalists and 
veterinarians with an interest in animal behaviour. 

Among papers for future publication are: 
* The amniotic fluid: an important priming role in kin recognition 
P Hepper 
* Temporal dynamics of facultative social parasitism in 
bumblebees R M Fisher 

* Food intake rate and resource availability: flocking decisions in 
house sparrows M Elgar 
* Owners, floaters and competitive asymmetries among territorial 
redwinged blackbirds C G Eckert and P J Weatherhead 
* Queing for males in thirteen-lined ground squirrels 
P L Schwagmeyer and G A Parker 
* A genetic analysis of call-site selection in a hybrid population of 
treefrogs T Lamb 
* Castration affects territorial and sexual behaviour in free-living 
male lizards, Scleroporus larrovi 
M C Moore 

Subscription information Available on request 
Bimonthly Back issues 
œ95.00 (UK) Free sample copies 
$240.00 (USA & Canada) Advertising rate cards 
œ112.00 (Rest of world) 

Published by: Baillitre Tindall, 1 Vincent Square, London SW1P 2PN 
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pages through the Literature Cited. Avoid footnotes. The style of manuscripts should conform to 
general usage in recent issues. A cover page should contain the full title, a shortened version of 
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time the research was conducted. Your present address, if different, should be given at the bottom 
of the first text page. The cover page should include the name and full address of the individual 
to whom proof is to be sent. 

Each article should be preceded by an Abstract not exceeding 5% of the length of the paper. The 
Abstract should recapitulate the findings of the paper, not describe the work done. Acknowledg- 
ments should follow the text and precede the Literature Cited. Scientific and English names of 
birds always should be given where first mentioned in the text, and should follow the A.O.U. 
Check-list of North American Birds and supplements or the appropriate equivalent unless depar- 
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consecutively (double-spaced) on a separate page. Drawings should be drafted with undiluted india 
ink, and be large enough to permit • to • reduction to the size that they will appear in print. 
Graphs may be drafted on coordinate paper ruled with light blue lines; do not use coordinate paper 
ruled with green lines. Use mechanical lettering, pressure transfer letters, or calligraphy; typewrit- 
ten lettering is not acceptable. Lettering should be large enough to be easily readable after 50% 
reduction of the figure, but not overly large. Lettering style should be uniform among all figures 
for a manuscript, as should the size of lettering following reduction. Photographs should be glossy 
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ß . . members and friends of The American Ornithologists' 
Union support the organization as generously in the second 
century of our existence as our predecessors did in the first 
century. 

Join the Second Century Campaign so we can continue our 
support of research, publications, graduate student travel to 
annual meetings, and other vital activities at a level which will 
provide the ornithological expertise our world needs in the 
decades to come. 

Consider the alternative. 

Send inquiries or donations to: 

American Ornithologists' Union 
Second Century Campaign 
% First Source Bank 

Saint Mary's Branch 
P.O. Box 1602 

South Bend, Indiana 46634 

Woodcut from Aldrovandi's Monstrorura Historia (1642) in the Kenneth Spencer 
Research Library, University of Kansas. Typefaces are Libra (based on a me- 
dieval uncial manuscript) and Bembo (inspired by an Italian Re.air--ace let- 
terform first used in 1495). 


